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- data cleansing - removing duplicated rows, extra
spaces, changing capitalization, adding lost spaces,
and any other relevant problem for data files - file
clearing - removing empty rows, removing rows that
were used in calculations - checking - calculating the
most common columns length, and additional
checking if columns have the right length - fixing fixing, among other things, improperly formatted
data and adding missing data Also, there are some
general fixes like: change font color, change file
type from file-excel to file-xls or any other type of
file. Some general file-excel checking includes the
checking of missing data, name of the column, and
columns' sorting methods. The name of the
application could be changed to be more
appropriate to target the need of the user. All of the
input fields are optional, and are now accessible via
the navigation. It is possible to select and deselect
the checkboxes, and to press the back button in
order to return to the previous step. As we did not
mention it, the "dismiss" button is also available for
exiting the application. Another way to exit is
opening the menu and selecting the "Settings"
button. There is a "Save settings" action that saves
the settings for the next time the application is
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opened. Version 1.8 Added dynamic data integrity
checking in the Field File Tester (File Integrity
Tester) Updated the data integrity formative for the
field file tester. Version 1.7 Added feature for
appending changes from data integrity formative.
Version 1.6 Updated the app permissions to be more
appropriate. Updated background connection
process to be more efficient. Updated data integrity
formative to offer the integration with Advanced
Data Integrity Check (ADI). Version 1.5 Added the
"Clear rules" function. Updated the installation
process to be more appropriate. Updated the
support functions to be more appropriate. Added the
"View complete list" action in the installation
process. Version 1.3 Fixed minor bugs in the data
integrity formative. Corrected the "red message"
display messages when fields did not match
according to the validation rules of the data
integrity formative. Corrected the "data integrity
formative" dialog's title. Corrected some colors in
the data integrity formative. Fixed the "help" button.
Added the "Save Settings" function for the
"Settings" button.
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Right File Cleaner is a file cleaning utility that can be
used as a file fixer. This data cleansing tool allows
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you to detect and repair data errors and carry out
various cleaning operations. . It can detect most
common data problems including but not limited to:
\- Empty and empty fields \- Duplicated rows or
columns \- Sorting errors \- Characters conversion \Missing data The file cleansing program highlights
detected problems and can offer you to fix some of
them. Other files have some unusual problems and
do not have a cure. The files that need to be
cleaned can be dragged to the program. This
program works with any supported text files
regardless of the amount of data in them. The
cleaning operations are controlled by simple to use
interface. Right File Cleaner uses a simple algorithm
and is therefore fast and light on CPU and memory
resources. Right File Cleaner Description: Right File
Cleaner is a data file cleanup tool. It scans a data
file for common errors and fixes them. The cleansing
tool highlights detected problems and can offer you
to repair some of them. Other files have some
unusual problems and do not have a cure. The files
that need to be cleaned can be dragged to the
program. This program works with any supported
data files regardless of the amount of data in them.
The file can be a Word, Excel, Visio, OpenOffice,
Open XML and comma-delimited files or a dataset
with a delimiter such as tab or pipe. Right File
Cleaner Description: Right File Cleaner is a data file
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cleanup tool. It scans a data file for common errors
and fixes them. The cleansing tool highlights
detected problems and can offer you to repair some
of them. Other files have some unusual problems
and do not have a cure. The files that need to be
cleaned can be dragged to the program. This
program works with any supported text files
regardless of the amount of data in them. The
cleaning operations are controlled by simple to use
interface. Right File Cleaner Description: Right File
Cleaner is a data file cleanup tool. It scans a data
file for common errors and fixes them. The cleansing
tool highlights detected problems and can offer you
to repair some of them. Other files have some
unusual problems and do not have a cure. The
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Handles multiple file type files such as: •CSV, TSV,
XLS, Txt •Document images (Doc, JPG, JEPG, PNG)
•RTF •Data base (MDB, MDF, PG, ACCDB) •Microsoft
Word •Microsoft Excel •PDF files •Syntax Text files
•VistaTxt files •XML files Managing document
documents: - Opening document and saving Opening document and creating new document with
specified name - Notepad or editing power point
Managing images: - Open image in Power Point,
Word, Excel Managing text documents: - Open text
in Notepad, Microsoft Word, Power Point Managing
data base: - Open MDB, MDF, PG, ACCDB files
Managing XLS, Txt, CSV files: - Open files in
Notepad, Microsoft Word, Power Point - Open files in
data-driver to avoid data driver conflict - Open files
in Data-Driver Managing XML, CSV files: - Open XML
in Notepad, Word, Excel - Open XML in Notepad,
Word, Excel and possibly in Data-Driver - Open XML
in Notepad, Word, Excel and possibly in Data-Driver
Managing metadata: - Opening metadata editor Opening metadata editor and save metadata
changes Functionalities: •General rules and
settings: - Enable blank line removal - Force opening
of files or directories - Open file on double click Open text with specified encoding - Save manually
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to file - Save automatically to file - Different file
formats of documents to open - Set the directory for
file source - Use text editor for text files - Translates
'\r ' to ' ' •Clear rules: - Remove empty rows Remove duplicate rows - Remove extra spaces Change capitalization - Add lost spaces - Replace
empty spaces with tab in text files - Replace "" with
\ - Remove extra spaces - Remove duplicated rows Tidy up the data •Comparing: - Two files - Files from
different files - Files
What's New in the Right File Cleaner?

The application has the following features: - Clearing
of errors (text data) - Inserting blank values
(repeating rows) - Changing of text formatting such
as capitalization - Removing of white spaces and
empty rows. - Losing of spaces on importing data to
a database. - Changing of text file. - Adding of
spaces on importing data to a database. The tool
should be installed to the "Support" folder. Go to the
Support folder to scan and save / restore files and
folders (see screen below). Right File Cleaner Rules:
- Adding of blank values into the same row
(replacement) - Removing of empty rows - Losing of
spaces when importing data into database Changing of capitalization of the same row
(changing of capitalization of only a single row
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without changing of data of one row to another) Replacing of empty rows with repeating values Removing of duplicate values - Inserting blank
values into the same row - Adding of spaces
between columns (e.g. spaces between of three or
more columns) - Removing of empty values
(removing of empty cells between rows) - Changing
of text formatting such as capitalization - Making of
Data file (conversion of data from one format to
other) - Retrieving of data from different files to one
file (merging of data from different files to one file) Changing of text file (conversion of text from one
format to another) - Adding of blank values into the
same row (replacement) - Removing of empty rows Losing of spaces when importing data into database
- Changing of capitalization of the same row
(changing of capitalization of only a single row
without changing of data of one row to another) Replacing of empty rows with repeating values Inserting blank values into the same row - Removing
of duplicate values - Changing of text formatting
such as capitalization - Changing of file format Changing of file name - Combining of different files
to one file (merging of files) - Retrieving of data
from one file to another file (merging of files) Removing of empty values (removing of empty cells
between rows) - Adding of blank values into the
same row (replacement) - Removing of empty rows -
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Losing of spaces when importing data into database
- Changing of capitalization
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System Requirements For Right File Cleaner:

OS: Windows 7/Vista/XP/2000/8 Processor: 1.6Ghz
Pentium 4 or better Memory: 512MB RAM Graphics:
Windows 95 or better DirectX 9.0 compatible DVD-R,
DVD-RW or DVD+RW Sound Card: Any sound card
that supports EAX 1.0 or higher Sound Card Driver:
EAX 1.0 or higher Software: Roxio Game En
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